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Aviation Wales and Wales Air Forum unite to deliver Air Passenger
Duty 4 Wales Campaign (APD 4 Wales)
Cardiff, Wales. Aviation Wales and Wales Air Forum have today announced that they are joining
forces for the Air Passenger Duty 4 Wales Campaign (APD4Wales).
The APD4Wales campaign is designed to showcase the importance and benefits of devolving Air
Passenger Duty to the economy and tourism of not just Wales, but also to the South West of England
and UK PLC as a whole.
Nick Harding of Aviation Wales said: “Devolving APD is possibly one of the most important
questions regarding devolved powers facing this current parliament. It has already been devolved to
Scotland and Northern Ireland so, as recommended by the Silk Commission, it is only right and
proper that it is devolved to Wales too.
By joining forces with Wales Air Forum we can show that this is an issue that unites the Welsh
aerospace industry and we invite all industry and tourism to show their support for this issue by
joining our Wall of Support on the web site”
Wales Air Forum believes that “Air Passenger Duty (APD) is bad for families, bad for jobs and bad for
growth.
There are several benefits to Wales for devolution of Air Passenger Duty (APD) that include creation
of jobs, increased inbound tourism, increased destinations from Cardiff Airport and a boost to the
Welsh economy as a whole.
Air Passenger Duty (APD) has already been or in the process of being devolved to Northern Ireland
and Scotland and it is time that Air Passenger Duty is devolved to Wales.
The campaign web site is where people can find out why this is so important and the impacts it will
have.”
Editors Notes:





Web Site: www.apd4wales.uk
Email: support@apd4wales.uk
Twitter: https://twitter.com/Devolving_APD
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/APD4Wales/

Aviation Wales is a leading aerospace and aviation site focused on Wales and the Welsh Aerospace
industry. Launched in Mid 2015 It now regularly attracts over 20K visitors per month.

http://www.aviationwales.com
Wales Air Forum was created in August 2011 and is a voluntary group with no funds or sources of
income. We are a constructive not a destructive voice to encourage an air transport system that
serves the population of the principality. http://www.walesairforum.co.uk/

